Responsible Research is also concerned with generalizability: Recognizing efforts to reflect upon and increase generalizability in hiring and promotion decisions in psychology
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We concur with the authors of the two target articles that Open Science practices can help combat the ongoing reproducibility and replicability crisis in psychological science and should hence be acknowledged as responsible research practices in hiring and promotion decisions. However, we emphasize that another crisis is equally threatening the credibility of psychological science in Germany: The sampling or generalizability crisis. We suggest that scientists’ efforts to contextualize their research, reflect upon, and increase its generalizability should be incentivized as responsible research practices in hiring and promotion decisions. To that end, we present concrete suggestions for how efforts to combat the additional generalizability crisis could be operationalized within Gärtner et al. (2022) evaluation scheme. Tackling the replicability and the generalizability crises in tandem will advance the credibility and quality of psychological science and teaching in Germany.
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Gärtner et al. (2022) and Schönbrodt et al. (2022) advocate for a greater consideration of responsible research practices in hiring and promotion decisions in Germany. Building upon the San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment (DORA), they propose to incentivize Open Science practices in Psychological Science by including assessments of such practices when evaluating candidates for academic positions. More generally, the authors suggest prioritizing the quality rather than quantity of publications while also considering other scientific outputs.

We agree with the authors that greater incentives for quality over quantity and encouragement of Open Science practices are much needed to respond to the replicability crisis. However, we flag another fundamental crisis threatening the credibility and quality of psychological science they left mostly unattended: the generalizability crisis (Arnett, 2008; Henrich et al., 2010; Simmons et al., 2017).

Psychological science almost exclusively relies on participants from a thin slice of humanity: Formally-educated, urban, middle to upper class communities from the wealthy Global North, such as the United States or Germany (Muthukrishna et al., 2020). These communities are rarely approached for theoretical reasons, but predominantly for convenience: Scientists tend to study participants they can recruit with rela-
tively low effort and cost. This leads to a drastic over-representation of psychology students from local universities across cognitive, personality, and social psychology (Arnett, 2008; i.e., “the science of the behavior of sophomores” in McNemar, 1946; Sears, 1986) or strong bias towards children from formally educated, middle-class communities in developmental psychology (Nielsen et al., 2017). All of this would be less problematic, if the authors gave explicit information about which populations their research conclusions are based on and apply to. However, this is rarely the case: data is frequently interpreted and presented as if it applies to much larger populations and, often, humans in general. Scholars rarely contextualize their research and make generalizability concerns explicit. Of course, some research is not meant to generalize beyond the population from which the sample is drawn. This is, however, the exception and not the norm and should be communicated as such.

The habitual reliance on convenience sampling and the widespread tendency to assume generalizability from such data have drastic consequences: Psychological science is built upon participants who are outliers on many cultural metrics known to guide human behavior and experience (Henrich et al., 2010). They come from predominantly White (Remedios, 2022; Roberts et al., 2020), ethnically homogenous (Drazanova, 2019), individualistic (Schulz et al., 2018), western, educated, industrialized, rich, and democratic (“WEIRD”) communities (Henrich et al., 2010). Ad-hoc generalizations from such peculiar participants are inadequate. Moreover, impact-related publication incentives towards broad and universal claims lead scholars to portray their research as robust and generalizable, discounting effects of cultural background (Castro Torres & Alburez-Gutierrez, 2022; Roberts et al., 2020).

In contrast, samples outside these focal convenience communities often require justification. This double standard encourages biased research participation, evaluation, and impact (Castro Torres & Alburez-Gutierrez, 2022; Kahalon et al., 2022) and feeds into deficit or non-normative models of communities outside “standard” convenience samples (Forbes et al., 2022; Scheidecker et al., 2022). As of today, the field’s reluctance to situate and reflect upon its participants perpetuates global disparities in scientific knowledge production and representation (Draper et al., 2022). As we outline below, we propose that appropriate contextualization of psychological research, attempts to test and increase generalizability, and discussions of limitations to generalizability are responsible research practices that help address this crisis. The replicability and generalizability crisis share some key features: Both become relevant to a broader audience around the same time (Arnett, 2008; Henrich et al., 2010; Schmidt, 2009; Simmons et al., 2011; Syed, 2022), and – in both cases – effective countermeasures have been put forward. On the downside, both movements have, until today, received some skepticism, ignorance, and even resistance. To overcome the status quo, changes need to be made on a science-policy level (Doebel & Frank, 2022; Nielsen et al., 2017; Schönbrodt et al., 2022). Generalizability issues need to be accounted for when assessing the replicability of psychological research, and vice versa (Fischer & Poortinga, 2018; Milfont & Klein, 2018; Syed & Kathawalla, 2021). It is thus surprising that the replicability crisis and the generalizability crisis have hitherto barely engaged with one another (Syed & Kathawalla, 2021). Cultural perspectives and adequate generalizations are foundational to psychological science (Fahrenberg, 2016; Wundt, 1906). Contrastingly, generalizability issues are often treated as relevant only for specific subfields of psychology (e.g., (cross-)cultural psychology, comparative psychology) with associated journals, conferences, and scientific societies. In result, there has long been a drastic underrepresentation, or avoidance, of cultural perspectives in psychological science (Haun et al., 2020; Helfrich, 2021). In Germany, dedicated professorships or junior groups researching culture or generalizability are almost absent, as are synergies with closely related disciplines, such as anthropology or ethnography (see also Wissenschaftsrat, 2018). In consequence, cultural and generalizability issues are underrepresented in research and teaching in Germany.

A final parallel between the replicability and generalizability crises are the additional efforts researchers face when attempting to mitigate them. For both crises, some measures can easily be undertaken by all, such as by contextualizing research in scientific publications and teaching or adopting Open Science practices. Other measures require substantial devotion: for example, building and maintaining scientific infrastructure to increase the replicability or generalizability of psychological science. Today, efforts to contextualize research and improve generalizability are barely incentivized in funding schemes, hiring decisions or publication processes. Concerning the replicability crisis, Schönbrodt et al. (2022) show why such efforts are important and provide practical recommendations for how they should be recognized. We advocate that similar steps be undertaken to reflect upon and promote generalizability in psychological science in Germany. Next, we provide concrete recommendations on how this could be achieved during hiring and promotion decisions. Our recommendations could be incorporated into the eval-
utation scheme proposed by Gärtner et al. (2022). We outline three primary practices relating to generalizability that can be implemented by all psychological scientists, but also flag how more effortful and structural investments could be considered as scientific contributions beyond the proposed publication formats.

A first criterion would be whether researchers contextualize their research by providing relevant details about the participants and describing how the tested sample relates to the research question and methodology. For any research involving human participants, scholars can provide cultural metrics and ethnographic details that may affect participants’ performance in the research. Which information is required depends on the research and should hence be informed by theory. A second criterion would be to include dedicated constraints on generality statements discussing the scope of research explicitly (Simons et al., 2017). Note that both these steps can help assess and increase the replicability of psychological science by making the target populations explicit. A third criterion would be to invest efforts into collecting data that tests or fosters generalizability (Doebel & Frank, 2022). The efforts invested here may vary depending on the research approach (Lakens et al., 2022) and be graded correspondingly. Some findings may already benefit from adding another convenience sample including different language speakers, or participants from more diverse socio-economic backgrounds. Others may involve testing individuals from multiple, culturally diverse small-scale societies (e.g., Blake et al., 2015; House et al., 2020; van Leeuwen et al., 2018). Other research may benefit from data analytic approaches promoting generalizability (e.g., Deffner et al., 2022).

These three criteria aim to incentivize responsible research practices by contextualizing research as well as discussing and fostering its generalizability. Such efforts can be undertaken by all psychological scientists and could thus be added as evaluation criteria for publications in the scheme proposed by Gärtner et al. (2022). Other contributions are difficult to assess on the level of single publications, particularly for researchers contributing to sustainable infrastructures dedicated to improving the generalizability of psychological science more generally. Examples for this are collaborative networks like the Psychological Science Accelerator (Moshontz et al., 2018), ManyLabs (Klein et al., 2014), or ManyPrimates (Primates et al., 2019). Others may build and maintain research infrastructure with underrepresented communities and invite external scientists to collaborate and increase the generalizability of their work. Such contributions exceed the scope of single publications, but are central to the problem at hand. We suggest adding efforts and documentation related to such infrastructures as alternative research outputs to those proposed by Gärtner et al. (2022). This would ensure that hiring and promotion committees in psychology could account for the diversity with which scholars contribute to pressing issues in psychological science.

The fundamental importance of culture in enabling and constraining human behavior and cognition is deeply rooted in the history of psychological science in Germany (Wundt, 1906). However, current practice in the field rarely incentivizes but even discourages scholars from grappling with their participants and the resulting generalizability of their research. To combat the status quo, action needs to be taken on a science-policy level. This includes hiring and promotion decisions in Germany and other countries. We hope this comment serves as a starting point to think about the two fundamental crises of psychological science as one: Responsible research in psychology is concerned with replicability and generalizability.
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